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The Idea of the Holy - Rudolf Otto 1959
The Idea of the Holy is one of the enduring classics of 20th-century
German theology. The Lutheran theologian Rudolf Otto coined the term
“numinous” and defined it as a “non-rational, non-sensory experience or
feeling whose primary and immediate object is outside the self.” Otto’s
work had a massive influence on thinkers as diverse as Paul Tillich and
C.S. Lewis. The book contains the following chapters: I. The Rational and
the Non-rational II. ‘Numen’ and the ‘Numinous’ III. The Elements in the
‘Numinous’ IV. Mysterium Tremendum V. The Analysis of ‘Mysterium’ VI.
The Element of Fascination VII. Analogies and Associated Feelings VIII.
The Holy as a Category of Value IX. Means of Expression of the
Numinous X. The Numinous in the Old Testament XI. The Numinous in
the New Testament XII. The Numinous in Luther XIII. The Two Processes
of Development XIV. The Holy as an A Priori Category XV. Its Earliest
Manifestations XVI. The ‘Cruder’ Phases XVII. The Holy as an A Priori
Category XVIII. The Manifestations of the ‘Holy’ and the Faculty of
‘Divination’ XIX. Divination in Primitive Christianity XX. Divination in
Christianity Today XXI. History and the A Priori in Religion: Summary
and Conclusion
The Roots of Jewish Consciousness - Hasidism - Erich Neumann
2019
The Roots of Jewish Consciousness, Volume Two: Hasidism is the second
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volume, fullyannotated, of a major, previously unpublished, two-part
work by Erich Neumann (1905-1960). It was written between 1940 and
1945, after Neumann, then a young philosopher and physician and
freshly trained as a disciple of Jung, fled Berlin to settle in Tel Aviv. He
finished this work at the end of World War II. Although he never
published it, he kept it the rest of his life. Volume Two, Hasidism,is
devoted to the psychological and spiritual wisdom embodied in Jewish
spiritual tradition. Relying on Jung's concepts and Buber's Hasidic
interpretations, Neumann seeks alternatives to the legalism and antifeminine bias that he says have dominated collective Judaism since the
Second Temple. He argues that modern Jews can develop psychological
wholeness through an appropriation of Hasidic legends, Talmudic texts,
and Kabbalistic mysteries, including especially the Zohar. Exclusively,
this volume includes a foreword by Moshe Idel. An appendix, Neumann's
four-lecture series from the 1940s, gives a glimpse of his intended,
unpublished Part Three. These volumes anticipate Neumann's later
works, including Depth Psychology and a New Ethic, The Origins and
History of Consciousness, andThe Great Mother. In Volume Two,
Hasidism,his concept of the ego-Self axis is developed in clearly
psychological terms. Four previously unpublished essays, appended to
Volume Two, illustrate Neumann's developmental psychology, including
his theme of primary and secondary personalization. This unique work
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will appeal to Jungian analysts and psychotherapists in training and in
practice, historians of psychology, Jewish scholars, biblical historians,
teachers of comparative religion, as well as academics and students.
luding especially the Zohar. Exclusively, this volume includes a foreword
by Moshe Idel. An appendix, Neumann's four-lecture series from the
1940s, gives a glimpse of his intended, unpublished Part Three. These
volumes anticipate Neumann's later works, including Depth Psychology
and a New Ethic, The Origins and History of Consciousness, andThe
Great Mother. In Volume Two, Hasidism,his concept of the ego-Self axis
is developed in clearly psychological terms. Four previously unpublished
essays, appended to Volume Two, illustrate Neumann's developmental
psychology, including his theme of primary and secondary
personalization. This unique work will appeal to Jungian analysts and
psychotherapists in training and in practice, historians of psychology,
Jewish scholars, biblical historians, teachers of comparative religion, as
well as academics and students.
Wonderworks - Angus Fletcher 2021-03-09
This “fascinating” (Malcolm Gladwell, New York Times bestselling author
of Outliers) examination of literary inventions through the ages, from
ancient Mesopotamia to Elena Ferrante, shows how writers have created
technical breakthroughs—rivaling scientific inventions—and engineering
enhancements to the human heart and mind. Literature is a technology
like any other. And the writers we revere—from Homer, Shakespeare,
Austen, and others—each made a unique technical breakthrough that can
be viewed as both a narrative and neuroscientific advancement.
Literature’s great invention was to address problems we could not solve:
not how to start a fire or build a boat, but how to live and love; how to
maintain courage in the face of death; how to account for the fact that
we exist at all. Wonderworks reviews the blueprints for twenty-five of the
most significant developments in the history of literature. These
inventions can be scientifically shown to alleviate grief, trauma,
loneliness, anxiety, numbness, depression, pessimism, and ennui, while
sparking creativity, courage, love, empathy, hope, joy, and positive
change. They can be found throughout literature—from ancient Chinese
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lyrics to Shakespeare’s plays, poetry to nursery rhymes and fairy tales,
and crime novels to slave narratives. A “refreshing and remarkable” (Jay
Parini, author of Borges and Me: An Encounter) exploration of the new
literary field of story science, Wonderworks teaches you everything you
wish you learned in your English class, and “contains many instances of
critical insight....What’s most interesting about this compendium is its
understanding of imaginative representation as a technology” (The New
York Times).
Expand Your Consciousness - David K. Miller 2015-07-01
Now more than ever, humankind is in need of developing its higher
consciousness to heal itself and Earth and to experience life in a much
more meaningful way. By expanding our consciousness, we can see the
connections and unity that exist in all reality, and we might see objects
with sharper colors, hear sounds with greater clarity, or even experience
two sensations simultaneously! In this book, you will explore the
fascinating multidimensionality that is yours for the taking. “You might
think that the mind is in the cells, but in reality, the mind also exists as
an energy field located in the aura, meaning the mind exists in a realm
that in part is in the third dimension but also exists in other dimensions
as well. The mind is naturally multidimensional.” — Vywamus Chapters
Include The Laws of Consciousness The Next Step for Humanity Thought
Fields Superintelligence: A New Consciousness Quantum Cohesiveness
Unified Consciousness and Earth’s Noosphere The Intersection of the
Dimensions Folding the Space-Time Continuum And much, much more!
The Origins and History of Consciousness - Erich Neumann 1970
"Draws on a full range of world mythology to show that individual
consciousness undergoes the same archetypal stages of development as
has human consciousness as a whole"--Page 4 of cover.
Life and Work of Erich Neumann - Angelica Löwe 2020
"Life and Work of Erich Neumann: On the Side of the Inner Voice is the
first book to discuss Erich Neumann's life, work and relationship with
C.G. Jung. Neumann (1905-1960) is considered Jung's most important
student, and in this deeply personal and unique volume Angelica Lèowe
casts his comprehensive work in completely new light"--
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Jung on Mythology - C. G. Jung 2017-06-30
At least three major questions can be asked of myth: what is its subject
matter? What is its origin? What is its function? Theories of myth may
differ in the answers they give to any of these questions, but more
basically they may also differ on which of the questions they ask. C.G.
Jung's theory is one of the few that purports to answer fully all three
questions.This volume collects and organizes the key passages on myth
by Jung himself and by some of the most prominent Jungian writers after
him: Erich Neumann, Marie-Louise von Franz and James Hillman. The
book synthesizes the discovery of myth as a way of thinking, where it
becomes a therapeutic tool providing an entrance to the unconscious.
Depth Psychology and a New Ethic - Erich Neumann 1969
The modern world has witnessed a dramatic breakthrough of the dark,
negative forces of human nature. The & " old ethic, & " which pursued an
illusory perfection by repressing the dark side, has lost its power to deal
with contemporary problems. Erich Neumann was convinced that the
deadliest peril now confronting humanity lay in the & " scapegoat& "
psychology associated with the old ethic. We are in the grip of this
psychology when we project our own dark shadow onto an individual or
group identified as our & " enemy, & " failing to see it in ourselves. The
only effective alternative to this dangerous shadow projection is shadow
recognition, acknowledgement, and integration into the totality of the
self. Wholeness, not perfection, is the goal of the new ethic.
The Origins and history of consciousness - Erich Neumann 1962
The Origins and History of Consciousness - Erich Neumann
2014-08-24
The Origins and History of Consciousness draws on a full range of world
mythology to show how individual consciousness undergoes the same
archetypal stages of development as human consciousness as a whole.
Erich Neumann was one of C. G. Jung's most creative students and a
renowned practitioner of analytical psychology in his own right. In this
influential book, Neumann shows how the stages begin and end with the
symbol of the Uroboros, the tail-eating serpent. The intermediate stages
the-origins-and-history-of-consciousness-erich-neumann

are projected in the universal myths of the World Creation, Great
Mother, Separation of the World Parents, Birth of the Hero, Slaying of
the Dragon, Rescue of the Captive, and Transformation and Deification of
the Hero. Throughout the sequence, the Hero is the evolving ego
consciousness. Featuring a foreword by Jung, this Princeton Classics
edition introduces a new generation of readers to this eloquent and
enduring work.
Philosophy of Mind in the Twentieth and Twenty-First Centuries - Amy
Kind 2018-07-06
While the philosophical study of mind has always required philosophers
to attend to the scientific developments of their day, from the twentieth
century onwards it has been especially influenced and informed by
psychology, neuroscience, and computer science. Philosophy of Mind in
the Twentieth and Twenty-First Centuries provides an outstanding
survey of the most prominent themes in twentieth-century and
contemporary philosophy of mind. It also looks to the future, offering
cautious predictions about developments in the field in the years to
come. Following an introduction by Amy Kind, twelve specially
commissioned chapters by an international team of contributors discuss
key topics, thinkers, and debates, including: the phenomenological
tradition, the mind–body problem, theories of consciousness, theories of
perception, theories of personal identity, mental causation, intentionality,
Wittgenstein and his legacy, cognitive science, and future directions for
philosophy of mind. Essential reading for students and researchers in
philosophy of mind and philosophy of psychology, Philosophy of Mind in
the Twentieth and Twenty-First Centuries is also a valuable resource for
those in related disciplines such as psychology and cognitive science.
The Origin of Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral
Mind - Julian Jaynes 2000-08-15
National Book Award Finalist: “This man’s ideas may be the most
influential, not to say controversial, of the second half of the twentieth
century.”—Columbus Dispatch At the heart of this classic, seminal book
is Julian Jaynes's still-controversial thesis that human consciousness did
not begin far back in animal evolution but instead is a learned process
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that came about only three thousand years ago and is still developing.
The implications of this revolutionary scientific paradigm extend into
virtually every aspect of our psychology, our history and culture, our
religion—and indeed our future. “Don’t be put off by the academic title of
Julian Jaynes’s The Origin of Consciousness in the Breakdown of the
Bicameral Mind. Its prose is always lucid and often lyrical…he unfolds
his case with the utmost intellectual rigor.”—The New York Times “When
Julian Jaynes . . . speculates that until late in the twentieth millennium
BC men had no consciousness but were automatically obeying the voices
of the gods, we are astounded but compelled to follow this remarkable
thesis.”—John Updike, The New Yorker “He is as startling as Freud was
in The Interpretation of Dreams, and Jaynes is equally as adept at forcing
a new view of known human behavior.”—American Journal of Psychiatry
Amor and Psyche - Erich Neumann 1999
Conflicting Identities and Multiple Masculinities takes as its focus the
construction of masculinity in Western Europe from the early Middle
Ages until the fifteenth century, crossing from pre-Christian Scandinavia
across western Christendom. The essays consult a broad and
representative cross section of sources including the work of theological,
scholastic, and monastic writers, sagas, hagiography and memoirs,
material culture, chronicles, exampla and vernacular literature,
sumptuary legislation, and the records of ecclesiastical courts. The
studies address questions of what constituted male identity, and male
sexuality. How was masculinity constructed in different social groups?
How did the secular and ecclesiastical ideals of masculinity reinforce
each other or diverge? These essays address the topic of medieval men
and, through a variety of theoretical, methodological, and disciplinary
approaches, significantly extend our understanding of how, in the Middle
Ages, masculinity and identity were conflicted and multifarious.
The Symbolic Quest - Edward C. Whitmont 2020-05-26
This book explores the use and development of man's symbolizing
capacities-those qualities that make him distinctly human. Dr. Whitmont
describes the symbolic approach to a dream, which takes into account a
symptom's meaning in reference to an unfolding wholeness of
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personality. He then presents the view that the instinctual urge for
meaning is served by the symbolizing capacities, and that this urge has
been repressed in our time. In the field of psychology, this symbolic
approach is most fully exemplified by the theories of C. G. Jung. The
author's contribution includes many differentiations and speculations,
especially concerning the problems of relatedness.
The Fear of the Feminine - Erich Neumann 2022-03-08
These essays by the famous analytical psychologist and student of
creativity Erich Neumann belong in the context of the depth psychology
of culture and reveal a prescient concern about the one-sidedness of
patriarchal Western civilization. Neumann recommended a "cultural
therapy" that he thought would redress a "fundamental ignorance" about
feminine and masculine psychology, and he looked for societal healing to
a "matriarchal consciousness" that forms the bridge between the
feminine and the creative. Brought together here for the first time, the
essays in the book discuss the psychological stages of woman's
development, the moon and matriarchal consciousness, Mozart's Magic
Flute, the meaning of the earth archetype for modern times, and the fear
of the feminine. In Mozart's fantastic world, Neumann saw a true
Auseinandersetzung--the conflict and coming-to-terms with each other of
the matriarchal and the patriarchal worlds. Developing such a synthesis
of the feminine and the masculine in the psychic reality of the individual
and of the collective was, he argued, one of the fundamental, futureoriented tasks of both the society and the individual.
Nietzsche and Jung - Lucy Huskinson 2004-07-22
Was Jung's interpretation and assessment of Nietzsche accurate?
Nietzsche and Jung considers the thought and personalities of two icons
of twentieth century philosophical and psychological thought, and
reveals the extraordinary connections between them. Through a
thorough examination of their work, Nietzsche and Jung succeeds in
illuminating complex areas of Nietzsche's thought and resolving
ambiguities in Jung's reception of these theories. The location and
analysis of the role played by opposites in the whole self according to
Jung is considered, revealing the full extent of Nietzsche's influence. This
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rigorous and original analysis of Jungian theory and its philosophical
roots, supported by Jung's seminars on Nietzsche's Zarathustra, leads to
the development of a fresh interpretation of the theories of both. The
shared model of selfhood is put into practice as the personalities of
Nietzsche and Jung are evaluated according to the other's criteria for
mental health, attempting to determine whether Nietzsche and Jung
were themselves whole. Nietzsche and Jung demonstrates how our
understanding of analytical psychology can be enriched by investigating
its philosophical roots, and considers whether the whole self is a realistic
possibility for each of us. This book will prove fascinating reading for
students in psychology, philosophy and religion as well as practicing
Jungian analysts.
Teaching Jung - Kelly Bulkeley 2011-09-15
This book offers a collection of original articles presenting several
different approaches to Jung's psychology in relation to religion,
theology, and contemporary culture. The contributors describe their
teaching of Jung in different academic contexts, with special attention to
the pedagogical and theoretical challenges that arise in the classroom.
Caste (Oprah's Book Club) - Isabel Wilkerson 2020-08-04
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • OPRAH’S BOOK CLUB PICK •
“An instant American classic and almost certainly the keynote nonfiction
book of the American century thus far.”—Dwight Garner, The New York
Times The Pulitzer Prize–winning, bestselling author of The Warmth of
Other Suns examines the unspoken caste system that has shaped
America and shows how our lives today are still defined by a hierarchy of
human divisions. NAMED THE #1 NONFICTION BOOK OF THE YEAR
BY TIME, ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY People •
The Washington Post • Publishers Weekly AND ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • O: The
Oprah Magazine • NPR • Bloomberg • Christian Science Monitor • New
York Post • The New York Public Library • Fortune • Smithsonian
Magazine • Marie Claire • Town & Country • Slate • Library Journal •
Kirkus Reviews • LibraryReads • PopMatters Winner of the Los Angeles
Times Book Prize • National Book Critics Circle Award Finalist • Dayton
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Literary Peace Prize Finalist • PEN/John Kenneth Galbraith Award for
Nonfiction Finalist • PEN/Jean Stein Book Award Longlist “As we go
about our daily lives, caste is the wordless usher in a darkened theater,
flashlight cast down in the aisles, guiding us to our assigned seats for a
performance. The hierarchy of caste is not about feelings or morality. It
is about power—which groups have it and which do not.” In this brilliant
book, Isabel Wilkerson gives us a masterful portrait of an unseen
phenomenon in America as she explores, through an immersive, deeply
researched narrative and stories about real people, how America today
and throughout its history has been shaped by a hidden caste system, a
rigid hierarchy of human rankings. Beyond race, class, or other factors,
there is a powerful caste system that influences people’s lives and
behavior and the nation’s fate. Linking the caste systems of America,
India, and Nazi Germany, Wilkerson explores eight pillars that underlie
caste systems across civilizations, including divine will, bloodlines,
stigma, and more. Using riveting stories about people—including Martin
Luther King, Jr., baseball’s Satchel Paige, a single father and his toddler
son, Wilkerson herself, and many others—she shows the ways that the
insidious undertow of caste is experienced every day. She documents
how the Nazis studied the racial systems in America to plan their
outcasting of the Jews; she discusses why the cruel logic of caste
requires that there be a bottom rung for those in the middle to measure
themselves against; she writes about the surprising health costs of caste,
in depression and life expectancy, and the effects of this hierarchy on our
culture and politics. Finally, she points forward to ways America can
move beyond the artificial and destructive separations of human
divisions, toward hope in our common humanity. Beautifully written,
original, and revealing, Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents is an eyeopening story of people and history, and a reexamination of what lies
under the surface of ordinary lives and of American life today.
The Origins and history of consciousness - Erich Neumann 1962
Man and His Symbols - Carl G. Jung 1968-08-15
The landmark text about the inner workings of the unconscious
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mind—from the symbolism that unlocks the meaning of our dreams to
their effect on our waking lives and artistic impulses—featuring more
than a hundred images that break down Carl Jung’s revolutionary ideas
“What emerges with great clarity from the book is that Jung has done
immense service both to psychology as a science and to our general
understanding of man in society.”—The Guardian “Our psyche is part of
nature, and its enigma is limitless.” Since our inception, humanity has
looked to dreams for guidance. But what are they? How can we
understand them? And how can we use them to shape our lives? There is
perhaps no one more equipped to answer these questions than the
legendary psychologist Carl G. Jung. It is in his life’s work that the
unconscious mind comes to be understood as an expansive, rich world
just as vital and true a part of the mind as the conscious, and it is in our
dreams—those personal, integral expressions of our deepest selves—that
it communicates itself to us. A seminal text written explicitly for the
general reader, Man and His Symbolsis a guide to understanding the
symbols in our dreams and using that knowledge to build fuller, more
receptive lives. Full of fascinating case studies and examples pulled from
philosophy, history, myth, fairy tales, and more, this groundbreaking
work—profusely illustrated with hundreds of visual examples—offers
invaluable insight into the symbols we dream that demand
understanding, why we seek meaning at all, and how these very symbols
affect our lives. By illuminating the means to examine our prejudices,
interpret psychological meanings, break free of our influences, and
recenter our individuality, Man and His Symbols proves to be—decades
after its conception—a revelatory, absorbing, and relevant experience.
The Ever-Present Origin - Jean Gebser 2020-08-25
This English translation of Gebser’s major work, Ursprung und
Gegenwart (Stuttgart, Deutsche Verlag, 1966), offers certain
fundamental insights which should be beneficial to any sensitive scientist
and makes it available to the English-speaking world for the recognition
it deserves. “The path which led Gebser to his new and universal
perception of the world is, briefly, as follows. In the wake of materialism
and social change, man had been described in the early years of our
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century as the “dead end” of nature. Freud had redefined culture as
illness—a result of drive sublimation; Klages had called the spirit (and he
was surely speaking of the hypertrophied intellect) the “adversary of the
soul,” propounding a return to a life like that of the Pelasgi, the
aboriginal inhabitants of Greece; and Spengler had declared the “Demise
of the West” during the years following World War I. The consequences
of such pessimism continued to proliferate long after its foundations had
been superseded. It was with these foundations—the natural
sciences—that Gebser began. As early as Planck it was known that
matter was not at all what materialists had believed it to be, and since
1943 Gebser has repeatedly emphasized that the so-called crisis of
Western culture was in fact an essential restructuration.… Gebser has
noted two results that are of particular significance: first, the
abandonment of materialistic determinism, of a one-sided mechanisticcausal mode of thought; and second, a manifest “urgency of attempts to
discover a universal way of observing things, and to overcome the inner
division of contemporary man who, as a result of his one-sided rational
orientation, thinks only in dualisms.” Against this background of recent
discoveries and conclusions in the natural sciences Gebser discerned the
outlines of a potential human universality. He also sensed the necessity
to go beyond the confines of this first treatise so as to include the
humanities (such as political economics and sociology) as well as the arts
in a discussion along similar lines. This was the point of departure of The
Ever-Present Origin. From In memoriam Jean Gebser by Jean Keckeis
THE Interview That Solves The Human Condition And Saves The World! Jeremy Griffith 2020-06-30
The best introduction to biologist Jeremy Griffith’s world-saving
explanation of the human condition! The transcript of acclaimed British
actor and broadcaster Craig Conway’s astonishing, world-changing and
world-saving 2020 interview with Australian biologist Jeremy Griffith
about his book FREEDOM: The End Of The Human Condition which
presents the completely redeeming, uplifting and healing understanding
of the core mystery and problem about human behaviour of our so-called
good and evil -stricken human condition thus ending all the conflict and
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suffering in human life at its source, and providing the now urgently
needed road map for the complete rehabilitation and transformation of
our lives and world! In fact, a former President of the Canadian
Psychiatric Association, Professor Harry Prosen, has described it as the
most important interview of all time! This world-saving interview was
broadcast across the UK in 2020 and is being replayed on radio & TV
stations around the world. This book is supported by a very informative
website at www.humancondition.com, where you can watch the video of
the interview.
The Great Mother - Erich Neumann 1970
Neumann examines how the Feminine has been experienced and
expressed in many cultures from prehistory to our own time. Appearing
as goddess and demon, gate and pillar, garden and tree, hovering sky
and containing vessel, the Feminine is seen as an essential factor in the
dialectical relation of individual consciousness, symbolized by the child,
to the ungraspable matrix, symbolized by the Great Mother. Copyright ©
Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Turbulent Times, Creative Minds - Erel Shalit 2016-10-15
With the publication of the correspondence between C. G. Jung and Erich
Neumann, the major contributions made by Neumann to depth
psychology are coming back into focus and assuming new prominence in
the field of analytical psychology and beyond. The articles in this volume
offer reflections on the creative relationship between Jung and Neumann
and possible extensions of their work for the future, signifying the
beginning of a Neumann renaissance. Contributions by Henry
Abramovitch, Riccardo Bernardini, Batya Brosh, Joseph Cambray,
Thomas Fischer, Nancy Swift Furlotti, Christian Gaillard, Ulrich Hoerni,
Andreas Jung, Tom Kelly, Thomas B. Kirsch, Nomi Kluger Nash, Tamar
Kron, Debora Kutzinski, Rivka Lahav, Ann Lammers, Martin Liebscher,
Ralli Loewenthal-Neumann, Angelica Löwe, Paul Mendes-Flohr, Julie
Neumann, Micha Neumann, Gideon Ofrat, Rina Porat, Jörg Rasche, Erel
Shalit, Murray Stein and Jacqueline Zeller.
Enemy, Cripple, Beggar - Erel Shalit 2008
In 'Shadows in the Hero's Path: the Enemy, the Cripple, and the Beggar,'
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Erel Shalit provides new thoughts and views on the concepts of Hero and
Shadow. From a Jungian perspective, this forthcoming Fisher King Press
publication will elaborate on mythological and psychological images.
Myths and fairy tales explored include Perseus and Andersen's 'The
Cripple.' You'll also enjoy the psychological deciphering of Biblical
stories such as Amalek—The Wicked Warrior, Samson—The
Impoverished Sun, and Jacob & the Divine Adversary. With the recent
discovery of The Gospel of Judas, Dr. Shalit also delves into the symbolic
relation-ship between Jesus and Judas Iscariot to illustrate the herofunction's inevitable need of a shadow. Clinical material concerning a
case of a powerful erotic counter-transference is also an integral part of
this deeply insightful body of work.
Origins of Consciousness: How the Search to Understand the
Nature of Consciousness is Leading to a New View of Reality Adrian David Nelson 2016-06-04
In recent years science and philosophy have seen a resurgence of openmindedness toward deeper views of consciousness. This book explores
ideas and evidence now changing the way scientists and philosophers
approach the place of consciousness in the universe. From the frontiers
of modern physics and cosmology to controversial experiments exploring
telepathy and mind-matter interaction, the emerging view promises to
change how we understand our place in the universe, our relationship to
other life, and the nature of reality itself.
Jung in Context - Peter Homans 1995-09
This provocative account of the origins, influences, and legacy of Jungian
psychology is perhaps even more relevant today than it was when first
published in 1979. By delineating the social, personal, religious, and
cultural contexts of Jung's system of psychology, Homans identifies the
central role of depth psychology in the culture of modernity. In this new
edition, Homans has added an extensive foreword linking the core of
Jungian psychology to contemporary works it has shaped—such as those
of M. Scott Peck and Clarissa Pinkola Estes—that proclaim the power of
Jungian concepts and theories to heal the alienated and isolated self in
today's world. "Jung in Context is an intellectual triumph. . . . Utilizes the
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resources of biography, psychology, sociology, and theology to probe the
genesis of a psychological system which is currently enjoying a wide
following. . . . A splendid job."—Lewis R. Rambo, Psychiatry "Anyone
seeking an introduction to Jung's thought will find a masterful précis
here."—Jan Goldstein, Journal of Sociology "An unusually perceptive and
clearly written book. . . . An important advance in the understanding of
Jung, and Homans's methodology sets the stage for all future efforts to
understand psychological innovators."—Herbert H. Stroup, Christian
Century
Modern Man in Search of a Soul - C.G. Jung 2014-12-18
Modern Man in Search of a Soul is the perfect introduction to the
theories and concepts of one of the most original and influential religious
thinkers of the twentieth century. Lively and insightful, it covers all of his
most significant themes, including man's need for a God and the
mechanics of dream analysis. One of his most famous books, it perfectly
captures the feelings of confusion that many sense today. Generation X
might be a recent concept, but Jung spotted its forerunner over half a
century ago. For anyone seeking meaning in today's world, Modern Man
in Search of a Soul is a must.
Jacob & Esau - Erich Neumann 2016-02-01
In 1934, Erich Neumann, considered by many to have been Carl Gustav
Jung’s foremost disciple, sent Jung a handwritten note: “I will pursue
your suggestion of elaborating on the ‘Symbolic Contributions’ to the
Jacob-Esau problem . . . The great difficulty is the rather depressing
impossibility of a publication.” Now, eighty years later, in Jacob and
Esau: On the Collective Symbolism of the Brother Motif, his important
work is finally published. In this newly discovered manuscript, Neumann
sowed the seeds of his later works. It provides a window into his original
thinking and creative writing regarding the biblical subject of Jacob and
Esau and the application of the brother motif to analytical psychology.
Neumann elaborates on the central role of the principle of opposites in
the human soul, contrasting Jacob’s introversion with Esau’s
extraversion, the sacred and the profane, the inner and the outer aspects
of the God-image, the shadow and its projection, and how the old
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ethic—expressed, for example, in the expulsion of the
scapegoat—perpetuates evil. Mark Kyburz, translator of C. G. Jung’s The
Red Book, has eloquently rendered Neumann’s text into English. Erel
Shalit’s editing and introduction provide an entrée into Neumann’s work
on this subject, which will be of interest to a wide range of readers, from
lay persons to professionals interested in Jungian psychology and Jewish
and religious studies. Erich Neumann was born in Berlin in 1905. He
emigrated to Israel in 1934 and lived in Tel Aviv until his death in 1960.
For many years he lectured and played a central role at Eranos, the
seminal conference series in analytical psychology. His writings include
Depth Psychology and a New Ethic, The Origins and History of
Consciousness, and The Great Mother. The correspondence between C.
G. Jung and Neumann was published in 2015. Dr. Erel Shalit is a Jungian
psychoanalyst in Israel and founding director of the Analytical
Psychotherapy Program at Bar Ilan University. He is the author of
several books, including The Cycle of Life and The Hero and His Shadow.
Dr. Mark Kyburz specializes in scholarly translation from German into
English and is the co-translator of C. G. Jung’s The Red Book (2009). He
lives and works in Zürich, Switzerland.
The Quotable Jung - C. G. Jung 2015-11-03
The definitive one-volume collection of Jung quotations C. G. Jung
(1875–1961) was a preeminent thinker of the modern era. In seeking to
establish an interdisciplinary science of analytical psychology, he studied
psychiatry, religion, mysticism, literature, physics, biology, education,
and criminology. He introduced the concepts of extraversion and
introversion, and terms such as complex, archetype, individuation, and
the collective unconscious. He stressed the primacy of finding meaning
in our lives. The Quotable Jung is the single most comprehensive
collection of Jung quotations ever assembled. It is the essential
introduction for anyone new to Jung and the Jungian tradition. It will also
inspire those familiar with Jung to view him in an entirely new way. The
Quotable Jung presents hundreds of the most representative selections
from the vast array of Jung's books, essays, correspondence, lectures,
seminars, and interviews, as well as the celebrated Red Book, in which
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Jung describes his own fearsome confrontation with the unconscious.
Organized thematically, this collection covers such topics as the psyche,
the symbolic life, dreams, the analytic process, good and evil, creativity,
alchemical transformation, death and rebirth, the problem of the
opposites, and more. The quotations are arranged so that the reader can
follow the thread of Jung’s thought on these topics while gaining an
invaluable perspective on his writings as a whole. Succinct and
accessible, The Quotable Jung also features a preface by Judith Harris
and a detailed chronology of Jung’s life and work. The single most
comprehensive collection of Jung quotations ever assembled Features
hundreds of quotes Covers such topics as the psyche, dreams, good and
evil, death and rebirth, and more Includes a detailed chronology of
Jung’s life and work Serves as the ideal introduction to Jung and the
Jungian tradition
Anatomy of the Psyche - Edward F. Edinger 1985
"Edinger has greatly enriched my understanding of psychology through
the avenue of alchemy. No other contribution has been as helpful as this
for revealing, in a word, the anatomy of the psyche and how it applies to
where one is in his or her process. This is a significant amplification and
extension of Jung's work. Two hundred years from now, it will still be a
useful handbook and an inspiring aid to those who care about
individuation." -- Psychological Perspectives
C. G. Jung and Erich Neumann: The Zaddik, Sophia, and the Shekinah Lance S. Owens 2017-03-19
This paper was originally presented in a Symposium: "Creative Minds in
Dialogue - The Relationship between C. G. Jung and Erich Neumann."
Symposium at Pacifica Graduate Institute, Santa Barbara, California,
June 24–26, 2016. Erich Neumann (1905-1961) was indisputably one of
C. G. Jung’s most brilliant and creative disciples. Publication in 2015 of
the correspondence between Neumann and Jung—Analytical Psychology
in Exile: The Correspondence of C. G. Jung and Erich Neumann—has
opened new perspectives on the work of both men and stimulated a
resurgent interest in Erich Neumann. Neumann’s encounter with Jung,
begun in 1933 at age twenty-nine, was the transformative event in his
the-origins-and-history-of-consciousness-erich-neumann

life. But to a degree, the influence eventually went both ways; Neumann
induced new perceptions in Jung. From the mid-1930s onward,
interchanges with Neumann enhanced Jung’s understanding of the
mystical depths of Jewish tradition, particularly of Kabbalah and early
Hasidism. Neumann undoubtedly played a crucial role in Jung’s
astonishing declaration—recorded in 1955, during an eightieth birthday
interview—that “the Hasidic Rabbi Baer from Meseritz, whom they called
the Great Maggid” was the person who “anticipated my entire psychology in the eighteenth century.”
Origins of the Gods - Andrew Collins 2022-04-19
• Explores how our ancestors used shamanic rituals at sacred sites to
create portals for communication with nonhuman intelligences • Shares
supporting evidence from the spiritual and shamanic beliefs of more than
100 Native American tribes • Shows how the earliest forms of
shamanism began at sites like Qesem Cave in Israel more than 400,000
years ago From Göbekli Tepe in Turkey to the Egyptian pyramids, from
the stone circles of Europe to the mound complexes of the Americas,
Andrew Collins and Gregory L. Little show how, again and again, our
ancestors built permanent sites of ceremonial activity where
geomagnetic and gravitational anomalies have been recorded. They
investigate how the earliest forms of animism and shamanism began at
sites like the Denisova Cave in the Altai Mountains of Siberia and Qesem
Cave in Israel more than 400,000 years ago. They explain how shamanic
rituals and altered states of consciousness combine with the natural
forces of the earth to create portals for contact with otherworldly
realms—in other words, the gods of our ancestors were the result of an
interaction between human consciousness and transdimensional
intelligence. The authors show how the spiritual and shamanic beliefs of
more than 100 Native American tribes align with their theory, and they
reveal how some of these shamanic transdimensional portals are still
active, sharing vivid examples from Skinwalker Ranch in Utah and
Bempton in northern England. Ultimately, Collins and Little show how
our modern disconnection from nature and lack of a fully visible night
sky makes the manifestations from these ultraterrestrial intelligences
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seem random. If we can restore our spiritual connections, perhaps we
can once again communicate with the higher dimensional beings who
triggered the advancements of our earliest ancestors.
The Essays of Erich Neumann, Volume 3 - Erich Neumann
2017-03-14
The Israeli analytical psychologist Erich Neumann, whom C. G. Jung
regarded as one of his most gifted students, devoted much of his later
writing to the theme of creativity. This is the third volume of Neumann's
essays on that subject. Neumann found his examples not only in the work
of writers and artists--William Blake, Goethe, Rilke, Kafka, Klee, Chagall,
Picasso, Trakl--but as well in that of physicists, biologists, psychiatrists,
and philosophers. Confronting the problem of portraying men and
women as creative beings, Neumann expanded the concepts of Jungian
psychology with a more comprehensive definition of the archetype and a
new concept--"unitary reality." Whether or not humanity can be restored
to health from its present situation as a self-endangered species depends,
according to Neumann, on whether we can experience ourselves as truly
creative, in touch with our own being and the world's being. The six
essays comprising this volume--"The Psyche and the Transformation of
the Reality Planes," "The Experience of the Unitary Reality," "Creative
Man and the `Great Experience,'" "Man and Meaning," "Peace as the
Symbol of Life," and "The Psyche as the Place of Creation"--all originated
as lectures at the Eranos Conferences in the years 1952 to 1960.
Originally published in 1989. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the
latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously
out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University
Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The
goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the
rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
Aion - Carl Gustav, Jung 1989
Studies in Hysteria - Sigmund Freud 2004-06-29
the-origins-and-history-of-consciousness-erich-neumann

Hysteria—the tormenting of the body by the troubled mind—is among the
most pervasive of human disorders; yet, at the same time, it is the most
elusive. Freud’s recognition that hysteria stemmed from traumas in the
patient’s past transformed the way we think about sexuality. Studies in
Hysteria is one of the founding texts of psychoanalysis, revolutionizing
our understanding of love, desire, and the human psyche. As full of
compassionate human interest as of scientific insight, these case
histories are also remarkable, revelatory works of literature. For more
than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes
by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-todate translations by award-winning translators.
The Child - Erich Neumann 2018-03-29
The Child is an examination of the structure and dynamics of the earliest
developments of ego and individuality. In it we progress from the primal
relationship of a child and mother through to the emergence of the egoSelf constellation, via the child's relationship to its own body, its Self, the
Thou and being-in-the-world. We move from the matriarchate to the
patriarchate; from "participation mystique" to the "standpoint of the Self
around which the ego revolves as around the sun".
Existence - Rollo May 1958
The Origins and History of Consciousness - Erich Neumann
2020-03-31
The Origins and History of Consciousness draws on a full range of world
mythology to show how individual consciousness undergoes the same
archetypal stages of development as human consciousness as a whole.
Erich Neumann was one of C. G. Jung's most creative students and a
renowned practitioner of analytical psychology in his own right. In this
influential book, Neumann shows how the stages begin and end with the
symbol of the Uroboros, the tail-eating serpent. The intermediate stages
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are projected in the universal myths of the World Creation, Great
Mother, Separation of the World Parents, Birth of the Hero, Slaying of
the Dragon, Rescue of the Captive, and Transformation and Deification of
the Hero. Throughout the sequence, the Hero is the evolving ego
consciousness. Featuring a foreword by Jung, this Princeton Classics
edition introduces a new generation of readers to this eloquent and
enduring work.
Analytical Psychology in Exile - C. G. Jung 2015-03-22
Two giants of twentieth-century psychology in dialogue C. G. Jung and
Erich Neumann first met in 1933, at a seminar Jung was conducting in
Berlin. Jung was fifty-seven years old and internationally acclaimed for
his own brand of psychotherapy. Neumann, twenty-eight, had just
finished his studies in medicine. The two men struck up a
correspondence that would continue until Neumann's death in 1960. A
lifelong Zionist, Neumann fled Nazi Germany with his family and settled
in Palestine in 1934, where he would become the founding father of

the-origins-and-history-of-consciousness-erich-neumann

analytical psychology in the future state of Israel. Presented here in
English for the first time are letters that provide a rare look at the
development of Jung’s psychological theories from the 1930s onward as
well as the emerging self-confidence of another towering twentiethcentury intellectual who was often described as Jung’s most talented
student. Neumann was one of the few correspondence partners of Jung’s
who was able to challenge him intellectually and personally. These
letters shed light on not only Jung’s political attitude toward Nazi
Germany, his alleged anti-Semitism, and his psychological theory of
fascism, but also his understanding of Jewish psychology and mysticism.
They affirm Neumann’s importance as a leading psychologist of his time
and paint a fascinating picture of the psychological impact of
immigration on the German Jewish intellectuals who settled in Palestine
and helped to create the state of Israel. Featuring Martin Liebscher’s
authoritative introduction and annotations, this volume documents one of
the most important intellectual relationships in the history of analytical
psychology.
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